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The purpose of this paper is to introduce a class of rings which contains, 
as the commutative domain special case, the class of Krull domains, and, 
as some kind of dimension 1 special case, the arithmetics of Asano orders. 
Hence it contains unified proofs for the fundamental common features of 
these theories. 
Classically, a satisfactory multiplicative factorization theory of normal 
ideals in algebras could be obtained only after fitting the one-sided ideals 
of all maximal orders in a coherent picture: They form, if only “proper” ideal 
products are considered, a Brandt groupoid, which is a near group structure 
replacing the Dedekind ideal group of the commutative theory (see Deuring 
[4], Jacobson [B]). This approach is taken here, too; however, we have to 
introduce “symbolic” products of “divisorial” fractional ideals, in analogy 
to the “symbolic” powers of essential prime ideals familiar in commutative 
Krull domain ideal theory. The basic fact, namely, that for divisorial one-sided 
ideals with maximal left and right orders symbolic multiplication is associative, 
is possibly not fully trivial, and was, e.g., neither noted by Henke [7] in his 
more special context, nor mentioned by Fossum [6] for his “orders over Krull 
domains,” which is so far the most important subclass of the ring class con- 
sidered here (see Section 5). 
In order to elucidate the constructions it seemed very convenient to use a 
formalization (in the language of partially ordered semigroups) of the system 
of Dedekind modules (or fractional ideals) occurring in classical hypercomplex 
systems. These (Dedekind) “module systems” (Section 1) are not only our 
tool used in order to find the Brandt groupoid structure (Theorems 1.5, 3.6), 
but by exhibiting the module systems M, in Section 2, we even clarify aspects 
of Asano’s classical approach. 
Some words on the conditions describing our Krull pairs (E, R), E a subring 
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of R: Following Asano, attention is restricted to bounded subrings. This 
may be regarded as that bit of commutativity we need. (This condition, for 
example, excludes free rings in two or more letters, but holds if R is a central 
quotient ring of E). Considering only “thick” ideals [Section 2) seems a natural 
extension of the omission of the zero ideal in the case of a commutative domain. 
In fact, if R is a simple quotient ring of E, all nonzero two-sided ideals of E 
are thick (Proposition 4.10). The Noether condition for divisorial two-sided 
ideals is much less restrictive than a Noether condition for all two-sided ideals. 
Using these conditions we can proceed by methods combining ideas found 
in Asano’s and Krull’s theories. (But in this paper me do not use the method 
of localization, which seems less suggestive in discovering multiplicative 
properties of one-sided ideals.) It turns out (Section 4) that the behavior of 
tvvo-sided thick divisorial ideals is very similar to that of divisorial ideals in 
commutative Krull domains. They form a free Abelian group, etc. 
The Noether condition for the two-sided dirisorial ideals of every maximal 
order (that is a maximal element of the Asano class) implies that all divisorial 
left ideals of all maximal orders are “symbolically” invertible, and have both 
orders maximal. Under this condition we develop in Part II of this paper, 
a multiplicative factorization theory of those “normal divisorial one-sided 
ideals,” which reflects the fact that divisorial two-sided ideals form a free 
Abelian group. This factorization theory extends a substantial part of the 
classical Brandt theory for normal fractional ideals in hypercomplex systems 
to our “strong Krull pairs,” for which u-e do not assume a Noether condition 
for one-sided ideals. Since one-sided principal ideals of our maximal orders 
are thick and divisorial, we may regard this factorization theory as a factorization 
theory of (regular) elements by ideals, in good Dedekind tradition. In the 
opinion of the author, this justifies making a theory of divisorial ideals only. 
(The semigroup of all ideals is much more complicated.) 
The reader may want to relate the meaning of some definitions of this paper 
to the more special ones used in classical cases. We refer to classical facts, 
e.g., the theory of commutative Krull domains [2] or ilsano’s arithmetic [l], 
by inserting the text between asterisks. These references are only for con- 
venience. We do not use them in the proofs. Hence, apart from some fundamental 
properties of module systems, which are proved in Rehm [9], and some standard 
ring theory (for example, Asano’s quotient ring), the paper is essentially self- 
contained. The results are numbered by the paragraph number followed by 
Arabic numbers (resp., roman numbers for definitions). 
1. NOTATIONS AND A REVIEW OF MODULE SYSTEMS 
In this paper we denote by R an associative ring with unit element “1.” 
Any subring E under consideration is supposed to contain 1, too. E* is the 
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unit group of E. M(R) is the set of all subgroups of the additive group of R. 
We note the following properties of M = M(R): 
1.1. 121 is a partially ordered semigroup. (In fact, the ordering of M(R) 
is by set theoretic inclusion. The product L4B, for =2, B E M(R), is the additive 
group generated by all products ab, a E A, b E B.) 
1 .II. If -4, B E M, there are unique largest C, IJ E M such that CR C A, 
and BD S A, which are denoted by C -= .-I/B, D == B’,,.<. This operation 
is called right (resp., left) vesiduation. (In fact in M(R) we have A/B : 
(NE R; sBL.-l).) 
1.111. For any d, X E M we have (J/.4)X 2 S and X(-4\,-4) 2 X. 
(This is clear, because 1 E A/A and 1 E .4’,.-I. Indeed, -g/-4 and .4!,-4 are subrings 
of R.) Now any set M satisfying 1.1-I .I11 is called a (Dedekind) module system. 
\Ve transfer freely some notation from M(R) to an abstract module system Mz 
d E M is called a module, the ordering is written .-1 L B, for which we sa! 
“A is contained in B,” etc. 
A subset of a module system is called a (residual) subsystem, if it is closed 
under multiplication and residuation. *If R is a classical algebra, the set of 
fractional ideals (or Dedekind modules) in R is a subsystem of M(R).* 
If rZ E &f(R), a E R, a&-l and Aa are defined in the obvious way. Such products 
are associative, e.g., (,iZa)(Bb)C == A(aB)(bC), and we write them usually 
without brackets like =laBbC. 
Nest we list some definitions, easy propositions, and formulas, valid in 
any module system M, which are used frequently in the sequel. -4, B? C,..., 
X, I, 2 denote elements of ill. Note that there is a duality at work obtained 
by the interchange of left and right multiplication. The dual proposition is 
usually not formulated, but used freely. 
1.0. A(A\B) C B, by definition. 
1.1. If A C B, then, for any S E M, AX C B-Y, &41X L Bl_Y, and X/-4 1 
.X/B (note the inverted inclusion). 
1.2. The following statements are equivalent (i) AR C -Ti, (ii) -4 C S/B, 
(iii) B _C zZ\X. 
1.3. There is a unique largest X satisfying ,4XL4 c A. We write X == -4-l 
and note 11-r = S\(A/A) = (A\d)/J, and, by 1.2, AA-l L A/A. 
1 .IV. i4 is called invertible, if 94-r = A/A and ,4-li3 = A\,A. We 
denote the set of invertible modules in M by M*. 
I.V. E is called order (we use the Gauss-Dedekind notion) if E/E == E. 
In fact this notion is left-right symmetric, because the following three state- 
ments are equivalent: (i) E -= E/E; (ii) EY c E and EX 3_ S for all X E- M; 
(iii) E = E\,,E. ((ii) follows from (i) by 1.0, and 1.111. E” C E is equivalent 
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to EC E\E, and setting .Y = E\E we obtain from (ii) E\,E C E(E\,E) C E, and 
(iii) is proved. We come back to (i) dually.) 
1.4. .-I(B/C) C As/C (by 1.0 and 1.2). Now we see that A/A and A\A 
are orders. -44/A is called the left and A\A the right order of -4. (Use (ii): 
(zq/A)X > X by I.111 and using 1.4, 1.0, and 1.1 we compute (-a/=2)(.J/-g) C 
((AJ/.4).4)/.-1 c -J/.4). (ii) shows, too, that the orders in M(R) are just the subrings 
of R. 
*It is well known for the classical arithmetics of noncommutative algebras 
that the analog of Dedekind’s ideal group is Brandt’s groupoid (Deuring [4]). 
1Ve proceed to state that Brandt groupoids arise in abstract module systems 
in the same wav.* 
l.VI. \\‘e write AB = A a B if A\,A == B/B and call such products 
proper. 
l.VII. If E is an order, the clu?l (Y == or(E) of E is the set of all d-l T 
E o A, -4 E J3”. 
Yote that E == E\E = Aj.4 = AA--‘, h-’ 0 E 0 A = 9-l-d ==: d\A; hence, 
the clan of E is the set of right orders of those invertible modules which have 
E as a left order. The set of all orders in M is the disjoint union of all clans. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let M be a module system and M* be the set of invertible 
modules in AI. For any clan OL of orders we set B(a) = {;4 E M*, A-4-l E a}. 
Then B(a) is, using only proper multiplication, a Brandt groupoid, the idempotents 
of which are just the elements of 0~. M* is the disjoint union of all B(ir)‘s, and there 
is no proper multiplication between elements of deferent B(ir)‘s. 
We do not give a proof of Theorem 1.5 here, since it is found in Rehm [9]. 
(The proof is given there for the case M = M(R), but it applies for general 
module systems if we translate 1 E AA-l n A-‘A to AA-‘X 2 X and XA-lA 3 X 
for all SE ~1.9.) 
Theorem 1.5 implies that if a clan 01 contains a maximal order, all elements 
of OL are maximal orders. 
*For Brandt groupoids a certain amount of information is available as they 
are very special semigroups which are “almost” groups. In fact, their structure 
is “known” in our case, if we “know” the clan OL and the bimodule group of 
one E E 01 (to be defined in 1.6). The reader may consult [3]. The most important 
properties of Brandt groupoids are given in [8] also.* 
We complete this reference section by defining and expounding some nota- 
tions for our Brandt groupoids, making use of certain elementary properties 
of Brandt groupoids. 
1.6. Notations are as in Theorem 1.5. For E, F E a let (E, F) = {A E B(a), 
AGl-r = E, -!l -IA = F}. Then B(or) is the disjoint union of all (E, F), E, FE a. 
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(E, E) = G(E), or more precisely G&,(E), is a group; we call it the bimodule 
~MXQJ of E in M. If .-I E (E, F), then (E, F) = G(E) . A, and G(E) g =I-‘G(E)A =I 
G(F). 
2. CCNSTRUCTION CF CERTAIN MODULE SYSTEMS IN A RIXG 
*The first aim of this paper is to find a noncommutative (Brandt groupoid) 
analog of the divisor group. This group dominates the arithmetics of com- 
mutative Krull rings. It is known to be composed of “divisorial lattices” in 
the quotient field. Instead of ordinary ideal powers one uses “symbolic” powers 
(see, e.g., [5]). 1Ve start with the concept of a “bounded order” which is 
fundamental in Asano’s theory of noncommutative Dedekind domains (see [8]). 
Th en our noncommutative version of “divisorial lattices,” to be called divisorial 
modules, is introduced. The divisorial modules, then, behave so well that 
we can define an associative “symbolic” multiplication.* 
The construction is carried out in three steps, two of which are done in 
abstract module systems for the sake of lucidity. 
The following definitions are taken from Jacobson [8], but we are a bit 
less restrictive, not assuming that R is a quotient ring. E is only supposed 
to be a subring of R. 
2.1. A subring F of R is called Asano-equivalent to E if there are 
elements a, 6, c, d E R* such that aFh C E C cFd. The equivalence class is called 
Asano class of E. 
*The classical Dedekind orders in an algebra form just one Asano class.” 
2.11. .-1 E M(R) is called (R-) thick, if A n R* + cz and d-r n R” -+ a. 
2.1. If ;1 E M(R), each of the following statements implies the other one. 
(i) -4 is thick. (ii) There are a, b E R* such that a(A\A) C ^4 C b(A\>.4). 
(iii) There are c, d E R” such that (-+I/-4)~ C rl C (aj=l)d. 
The proof is by verification. *If R is a field and a quotient ring of -4jrl, 
a thick A is usuallv called fractional AiiZ-ideal. We do not use this word.* 
Note that a, say, left ideal A of E is thick if and only if -4 n R* r z.. (A L E, 
EA C A implies E = E\,E C A\E C A\(A/A) = A-l.) If il is thick we see 
from 2.1 (ii) and 2.1 (iii) that its left and right order are Asano-equivalent. 
2.111. A subring E of R is called bounded if for any c E R* there exist 
X, 3’ E Ii” such that EC > xE and cE 2 Ey. (Using c-l instead of c we see that 
we can equivalently write the inverted inclusions.) 
2.2. If E is bounded and Asano-equivalent to F, then F is bounded. 
(Given c we can choose u, V, x E R* such that uE C F C vE, hence Fc 2 uEc 2 
uxE 2 urn-‘F.) 
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2.3. Let /3 be the Asano class of the bounded subring E of R. Define 
MB -= {-YE M(R), X thick, X/X ~8). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: (i) ,4 E MB . (ii) There are B, C E Ma such that B C =1 C C. 
(iii) There is GE B and 6, c E R* such that Gb C r-l C Gc. (iv) For any FE /3 
there exist II, 2’ E R* such that Fu C A CFv. (Since F, G are bounded by 2.2, 
we could have written 6, c, u, w in (iii), (iv) left of G, F as well.) 
Proof. (iii) follows from (i), if we set G = A/i-l in 2.1. F, G are bounded 
and equivalent, and we can have Fu C G6, Gc CFv. Hence (iv) follows from 
(iii). If Fu _C .-1 C Fv, u, o E R*, we conclude, using 1.1, that c--1Fu = Fv\Fu C 
_4\,d C Ful,Fs~ = u-lFv, hence rZ\,A is Asano-equivalent to F. Since A is thick, 
-J//i is in ,6 too (see Remark following 2.1) and we find A E MB . We have 
established the equivalence of (i), (iii), and (iv). (iv) (for -4) follows from (ii), 
if we apply (iv) on B and C. (ii) follows from (i) trivially. 
2.4. COROLLARY. If B as in 2.3, E E/?, A, B E MD, a, b E R*, then AB, 
B’,,=l, aE, aEb, EaE E M, . 
(TO show, e.g., B\A E M, we know that there are II, v, .r E R* such that Fu C -4, 
B C Fv, hence Fx C v-‘Fu = Fv\Fu C B\A, similarly there is y E R* such that 
B:;l _C Fy.) Summing up we obtain 
2.5. PROPOSITICN. If /3 is the Asano class of a bounded subring E of the ring R, 
then M, = l-4 E M(R), A thick, .4/A E p} . IS a subsystem of the module system 
M(R). 
In the next step we show abstractly that the modules having both orders 
maximal form a subsystem of M. *In classical cases (Deuring [4]) this is the 
system of normal fractional ideals. * 
2.6. PROPCSITION. Let M be a module system containing a maximal order E. 
Then M, = (A E M; A/A and -4’1‘4 maximal) is a subsystem of M. 
In order to prove this let us write some formulas valid in any module sy-stem. 
2.7. -4/C L AB/CB (this follows from (A/C) CB C .4B). 
2.8. (S/C)(C/B) C A/B, hence C/B C (A/C)!,(.-l/B), and .4/C C 
(-4B)I(C!B). 
If ,4/J is a maximal order then by 2.7, 2.8, .4/J == AB/AB, ‘414 == 
(d/B)/(A!B), and Al.4 = (B/A)\,(B/A), and Proposition 2.6 is proved. 
2.IV. Let M be a module system. ri E M is called divisorial if 
(-4-*)-l r= A. M is called divisorial if AZ = M,, , and any ‘4 E il2 is dirisorial. 
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2.V. If A, B E M we write for brevity (~-1)-l = a and dB = A + B. 
*. is called s_vmbolic multiplication, .4 * B the symbolic product of .-I and B. 
For later use we note a corollary to the proof of Proposition 2.6: 
2.9. If A, BE M, and A/A = E is a maximal order, then .4-1:,=l-L =~ E, 
and E is the left order of A, A, AB, -4 * B, and .4/B. 
The main result of this section is the following 
2.10. THEOREM. Let M be a module system containing a maximal order E. Then 
(i) M,! = (-4 E Ma , -4/A and A\d ma.Gnal, A divisorialj is under the 
ordering induced from M, but symbolic multiplication, a divisorial module system. 
(ii) In spite of changed multiplication, residuation is induced from M. 
(iii) F is an order in Md if and only if it is a maximal order in .\I. If a, N.,,  
resp., ad are the clans of E in M, M, , resp., M, (see I .V), then oi = a.,& L a,, . 
B(ol) -= B,(a,) is a sub-Brandt-groupoid of BJn,,). 
(The subscripts here and later on denote in a manner that is self-esplanatory 
for which of the systems M, M, , and di, we are working.) A fortiori, the 
bimodule group of E in M is a subgroup of the bimodule group of E in M, . 
*For the familiar commutative Krull domains this singles out the group of 
Cartier divisors (bimodule group in M). * In order to prozle Theorem 2.10 we 
give several lemmas and formulas: 
(By 2.9 E :=- &‘:.4-1, hence, 2 = (11-l)’ =: E/-J-l-l. Using ALJm1 c -i/.4 = E 
(see 1.3) we find .4 C E/A-’ = A. This shows A-l C A-l, too. U’e now con- 
clude A-1 =_ A%1 = A’,E c A;E =: A4mi, thus -4-i :=- 41. *Note the Galois 
correspondence argument.“) 
2.12. If -4 L B, and A/A = B/B is a maximal order, then dc B, and 
foranyCEM,.-I*CLB+C.(By2.11 AcB,,4CB=l?.Therestisclear 
by 2.9). 
2.13. If S, I-, 2 EM, then S/21-c (X/l-)/Z, and (X/ZI-)ZC -Y/l-. 
(The formulas are equivalent by 1.2, the latter one is trivial because of 1 .O 
and 1.2.) 
2.14. If -4, B E M, and E = ,l/,l is a maximal order, the .iB C A * B. 
(\Ve have a/B = (E/[AB)-l)/B I E/B(AB)-l by 2.13. But B(AB))l = 
B(=IB\E) C A\,E = 4 m1 hence B/B 1 E/9--1 == -4, which is equivalent to 
2.14). 
\\‘e can now prove Theorem 2.1O(ii): If A, B E M1,, and S =~ .-1/B is their 
residual in -l-II, then -rB 1; XB C B :m .-! by 2.9, 2.12, and 2.14. \\‘e conclude 
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XC X, and further by 2.11, X = X, hence X E Al, (see 
I’ * B C A, then YB C A, Y C --1/B = S. Thus X is shown 
in Md too. The associativity of the symbolic multiplication in 
from 
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2.9 too). If now 
to be the residual 
%Zd clearly follows 
-- 
2.15. If A, B, C E M and E == d/d is a maximal order then ABC = - --- 
(La * B) * C. (ABC C (A i: B) c C follows from 2.11, hence ABC C (A * B) r C = 
[&-.B) * C. On the other hand 2.14 yields (-4 * B)C C (rZB)C, thus (-4 t B) .% CL __ - 
dBC == ,4BC.) 
If C’>C is maximal too, we have ABC = A Y (B x C), proving the associativity 
of M, . Since (A/A) * S 1 (d/.4)X 2 A-, 2.lO(i),(ii) is now clear. 
=Is to (iii): E = E/E is the same in AZ, -icr, , and :Rrd , if E is a masimal order 
in M. a, C a is trivial, iyfl = a! follows from the fact that if 4 E ,M is invertible, 
and A/,4 is a maximal order, then so is =1:,-4. This shows that B(a) = B,(qJ. 
If now =1 E Mfl is invertible in Arl, , then by Theorem 1.5 (-4-I))’ = --I, thus 
A E il!Id . 
If, in addition, BE 1cI,*, and -4B == A 0 B is a proper product (see l.\?) 
then, by Theorem 1.5, AB E A,&*, hence AB == AB = nl * B. Proper products 
of invertible elements in h&2 are necessarily symbolic. Hence B(a) is a sub- 
Brandt-groupoid of Bd(q). (Note that Md is not a submodule system of nrl, 
because of the different multiplications, namely, the ordinary and symbolic 
one. But these coincide for proper products in Mn*.) In particular, we have 
cYn c c$/ . 
3. NOETHER COKDITIONS FOR DIVISORIAL IDEALS 
In Section 2 the module system Ma was introduced. From it we were able to 
derive the divisorial system lkrd quite generally. Therefore, it is convenient 
to do things abstractly in Al,, . Let us begin by translating some terminology 
from ring theory to general module systems. 
3.1. Let E be an order of a module system M. Then A E M is called 
left E-module if EA C d (equivalently E 2 A/d, or Erl = 9). =1 is called 
Zeft E-ideal if d is a left E-module, and A C E. Similarly a right E-module 
(E-ideal) is defined. -4 is called E-bimodule if it is a left and right E-module. 
An E-bimodule A with A C E is called E-ideal (or ideal in E). 
3.1. Let E be a maximal order of the module system IV, and P a maximal 
ideal in E. Then P is invertible if and only if P is divisorial. 
Proof. Any invertible module .-l is divisorial. (By Theorem 1.5; (A-l)-l = -4 
is valid for elements of Brandt groupoids.) 
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In order to show the converse, we note 
3.2. Let E be a maximal order, X a divisorial ideal, S + E, and =1 a left 
E-module. Then S-i.-1 1 =I. 
3.2 is proned as follows: A c E gives Am l = E/‘X 2 E, thus X-l.4 2 EA == -4. 
X-lA = -4 would give S-l C .-1jA = E (here the maximality of E is used), 
X-1 = E, X =: Ay :.; (.x-l)-1 z-: E-1 _: E, a contradiction. 
Now, by 2.9, E is the right and left order of P, P ml, P-‘P, and P-lP C 
P\,P = E (see 1.3): P-‘P is an ideal of E. By 3.2 and the maximality of P, 
we now conclude Pm’P = E, dually PP-’ = E, thus P is invertible. 
M’e call a chain of ideals =1, C =1, C ... C A, fine if there are no ideals B 
with -+Ij C B C d,+l (i -:= 0 ,..., n - 1). 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let Me be a divisorial module system and E be a maximal 
order in Me . Then the semigroup T of ideals, generated by the maximal ideals 
of E, is the set of A E M, such that there is a finite fine chain of ideals A = 9, C 
A, C ... C A,, = E. Any Aq E T is invertible, and can be written as a product 
of n maximal ideals in E. 
Proof. If -4 == P, ... P,,, , with maxima1 P, ,..., P,,, , then A is in the group 
G,(E) of invertible E-bimodules, and we get, by 3.2, the fine chain A C AP,l C 
AP;‘P;J, C ‘.. C AA-’ = E. (If P is maximal, B an ideal of E, and A c R C 
AP-l, then .3P C BP C A, and P == AlAPS .VBPc -4-l-4 =: E. Thus, P 
being maximal, /-‘BP == P, B =: EBE :-= d&‘BPP-’ = =IPPm’ = A, or 
-+lBP == E, hence B == .-fP-‘, showing the chain to be fine.) 
The converse is seen by induction on the “length” n of the chain. n == 1 
is given in 3.1. By the induction hypothesis A, =: P2 ... P, with maximal, 
invertible P, , hence “1, is invertible. P, :== dA;’ is a maximal ideal because 
the chain is fine and A, invertible, thus .A = P,P, ... P, , as required. 
Note that this is a very general result which can be used for any module 
system M containing a maximal order E; the divisorial ideals of E with finite 
fine chain to E are, by symbolic multiplication, invertible and symbolic products 
of maximal ideals. It is clear that in the presence of a chain condition we thus 
exhaust the set of all divisorial ideals. 
3.11. If M is a module system, and E is an order in M, then E is called 
d-Noetherian, if any set of divisorial E-ideals which is not empty contains 
at least one maximal element. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let Me be a divisorial module system and E be a maximal 
d-Noetherian order in Md . Then any ideal of E is invertible, and can be written 
as a product of maximal ideals. 
Proof. Suppose there is an ideal which is not a product of maximal ideals 
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(E is of course the product of zero factors). Take X to be a maximal one of 
this kind. Because of X f E we can find a maximal ideal P with X C PC E. 
Because of P-IX1 S by 3.2, P-lx’ = Pz ..’ P, with maximal Pi , and X I= 
EX = PP-IX = PP, ‘.. P, , a contradiction. 
Next we turn to one-sided ideals and modules in 111,. 
3.5. If M is a module system, E a masimal d-Noetherian order in ill, 
and rl is a divisorial left E-module, then E = &4 A -4-l. 
Proof. Clearly 1. =: -4 - *4-l c ,4/=l = E. I’ is a divisorial ideal of E, 
thus by 3.4 invertible: I’-’ * I’ = E. From -4.4-I c -4 * -4-l :I= I- we get by 
1.1 that E--l = E/l’C E/Ad-l, I--Id C (E/=lrl-I)=I L E/&4-l (see 2.13). nion 
E/A-l = .P = -4 because 4 is divisorial. 1\‘e have shown I--i=1 c -4, or 
T’-l C ,4/A4 == E, thus E = I--’ = Ev C E :* I- m= IV C E, finally 1.’ == E. Q.E.D. 
3.5 has the remarkable corollary that if d E Md, and both its left and right 
order are d-Noetherian, then =1 is invertible in Md. If E, F are d-Noetherian 
(maximal) orders in Md then this applies to &4 = E .I. F; thus, E and F are 
in the same clan of M,l . 
On the other hand, if E is d-Noetherian and F is in the clan of E in Md (see 
1.V for definition), and A E Mel* such that E : ,ij,l. F = =1,a4, then -Y - 
=1-l 4: -X f: d is an isomorphism of the ordered semigroup of divisorial ideals 
in E on the ordered semigroup of divisorial ideals in F (its inverse is E’- 
d * E’* -4-l)) thus F is d-Noetherian too. 1fe have shown that the clan of 
the d-Noetherian order E in Md is just the set of all d-Noetherian orders in 
Md. Summarizing our results and drawing consequences for the Brandt 
groupoids in Md , we obtain our basic theorem. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let the module system M contain a maximal d-Noetherian 
order E, and denote by KT the set of all divisorial modules .4 in M such that the 
left and right order of d are d-Noetherian and maximal. D-sing symbolic multiplica- 
tion, it follozcs that K is a module system in which any module is invertible. A’ is 
just the Brandt groupoid B,(Q) of the clan 01~ of E in III<, . 
The Brandt groupoid B(ol) of the clan a of E in M is a sub-Brandt-groupoid 
of B&oL& *An investigation of K with the aim of obtaining a factorization 
theory of one-sided ideals is made in Part II of this paper. There we need 
an important lemma from classical theory of fractional ideals which is proved 
here in the general context.* 
3.7. Let E be a maximal d-Noetherian order of the module system M, 
and A a divisorial left E-module. Then the right order F = 8:,~4 of A is maximal 
too. 
The proof is essentially that given in Jacobson [8]. But since we do not 
operate in a system which is known to be associative, we must carefully check, 
481/48/r-11 
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by 2.9, before applying 2.11 to 2.15, that the required maximality of a left 
or right order really holds. 
First we note E z A/A == .~-‘\A-’ by 2.9, and F = A\A C A-l/A-l c 
A‘,A = ,4’,-4 == F (see 2.8), hence F == A\A == &l/A-l 2 A-IA. 
Suppose that G is an order, and G 2 F, i.e., FG = G. We claim that H = 
(.a x G) x nl-t is an order. Note first G * (G c -4-l) == GGA-1 = G * .4-l, 
which follows from the dual of 2.15 since the right order E of A-1 is maximal. 
This yields, by repeatedly applying 2.15 and 2.14, 
H * H = ((A * G) t A-l) i ((A * G) x A-l) 
= (A * G) :+ (A-’ * ((A * G) * A-l)) 
= (A * G) * (A-l(A * G) A-l) 
C (-4 x G) * (A-lAGrZ-l) 
C_ (A x G) * (FGA-l) 
= (A * G) * (G * B-l) = -4 * (G * (G *A-l)) 
= A * (G * A-‘) = (A * G) * A-l = H. 
-- - 
Clearly H = (iz * G) t -4-l 14GA-l2 AA-1 = ,4 * A-l. 3.5 states that 
=3 * A-i = E, hence H 3 E. Since E is an order, we have shown that H is 
an order. The maximality of E implies, therefore, E == H := A r (G * A-l), 
E I A(G * ,4-l), G * d-l C d\E := A-1, G C A-l/A-l = F. \f’e have shown 
G = F, that is, the maximality of F. 
3.8. COROLLARY. If M is a module system such that any maximal order of ii-I 
is d-Noetherian, then k’ = Md := (-4-l; ,4 E M, &4\.4 maximal}. 
4. APPLICATION TO TWO-SIDED IDEALS OF RINGS 
If an Asano class p (2.1) of subrings of a ring R contains a bounded and 
maximal member E, it is obvious that the constructions and results of Sections 2 
and 3 immediately yield propositions on divisorial thick ideals of E. Here 
we want to state and sharpen them, using the fact that we can form sums and 
intersections in M(R). Indeed, we did not assume a module system to be a 
lattice because this would have prevented us from dealing with Mn and Md . 
We look at the connection of our concepts with some other facts of ring theory. 
*It turns out that many significant features of the ideal theory of Krull rings 
are the same for two-sided ideals here.* 
First we recall and fix some notation: Throughout this section let /3, E, R 
be as defined above, MO as defined in 2.3. For ilf == n/r, we form the module 
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system n/r, (see Theorem 2.10). Then the group G,(E) of invertible E-bimodules 
in Md (under symbolic multiplication) contains the subsemigroup T of those 
thick divisorial ideals of E which can be connected with E by a finite fine chain 
of thick divisorial ideals (see Proposition 3.3). The subgroup of G,(E) generated 
by T is denoted by G,f(E). 
4.1. PRCPCSITION. Let E be a bounded subring of R, maximal in its dsano 
class /7. Then cd*(E) is an .4belian group, free(ll generated b*bl the maximal ones 
among thick and divisorial ideals of E. 
Proof. G,‘(E) is generated by the maximal thick divisorial ideals (see 
Proposition 3.3). Therefore, it is sufficient for commutativity if we can show 
that any two such generators P, Q, P f Q commute. 
Now PC En (Q-l * P) = XC E. Using 2.3, we see that XE Ms , ev-en 
SEAT,. S is an ideal of E, and XC,!?np*P = En(Q-l*P) ==X, 
X is divisorial (1 I X was seen in 2.11). X = E would yield E C Q-l ;c- P, 
Q = Q * EC Q * Q-1 * P = P, which is impossible for different maximal 
P,Q.HenceP=En(Q-l*P).ClearlyQcP_CQnPCE,andQnPEMd. 
Using the associativity- of Ma in Q n P = Q * Q-l * (Q n P) _C Q * ((Q-l * Q) n 
(Q-l * P)) =- Q Y. (En (Q-l + P)) = Q * P, we obtain finally Q + P = Q n P; 
similarly P * Q =: P n Q, hence, Q ;k P == P r Q. 
That GJ(E) is free is shown as in Dedekind ring theory. (By the way, it 
is now easy to show that GJ(E) is a lattice-ordered group, ordered by divisibility 
(‘4 / B equivalent to A I B), and having T as set of nonnegative elements). 
4.2. If P is a maximal thick and divisorial ideal of E then P is a prime 
ideal. 
Proof. Let A, B be two ideals of E (in the usual sense) and P 2 AB, but -- -- 
say P 3 -4. Then E 2 P + A 2 P + -4 1 P. P + A E Ic& and the maximality -- 
of P forces E=P+A. Now (A+P)(B+P)C.4B+P(7P, P- P1 - - 
(m)(m) = E(B + P) = B + P2 B (see 2.14 for the first 3). 
4.3. If Q is a thick prime ideal of E and A an ideal with Q C A, then 
xii = E. 
Proof. Clearly Q, A E MB , and so is Q&l =: B. Since B C ,4A-l C E, 
B is an ideal of E. Now BA = QA-lA C QE C Q implies, Q being prime, that 
Q 2 B = QA-I, hence =1F C Q\Q = E, A-l =: E, finally A- = E-l = E. 
4.4. Let Q be a thick prime ideal of E, and suppose that the set of thick 
divisorial ideals contained in Q has a maximal element P. Then P is prime. 
---- 
Proof. If A, B are ideals of E with P 2 AB then Q 2 P 1 (A + P)(B + P> 2 
(A+. Th us, say, Q 2 A + P > P. A + P is divisorial and the 
maximality of P shows A _C P + A = P. 
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From 4.2 and 4.3 it is seen that only minimal thick primes can be maximally 
divisorial. To show that all of them actually have this property, we need the 
chain condition and accordingly define: 
4.1. A pair of rings (E, R) is called a Krull pair if (i) E is a bounded 
subring of R, (ii) E is maximal in its Asano class, (iii) any set of thick divisotial 
ideals which is not empty has a maximal element. 
4.5. THEOREhI. Let (E, R) be a Krull pair. Then 
(i) Any thick and divisorial ideal of E is a unique symbolic commutative 
product of maximal elements of the set of thick and divisorial ideals (different 
from E). 
(ii) Any thick and divisorial ideal is in G,(E), that is, invertible by symbolic 
multiplication. 
(iii) An ideal P of E is maximal among thick and divisorial ideals if and 
only if it is a minimal element of the set of thick prime ideals di@rent from E. 
4.11. The generators described in Theorem 4S(iii) are henceforth 
referred to as the primes of E. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from Propositions 3.4 and 4. I. From 4.2 and 4.3 we 
conclude that a maximal thick and divisorial ideal is a minimal thick prime 
ideal, different from E. Now let Q be a thick prime ideal of E. If it is divisorial 
4.3 shows that it is maximally divisorial. If it is not, 4.4 is used to obtain a 
divisorial prime PC Q, and Q is seen to be not minimal. 4.4 can be applied 
as soon as we know that there is a thick divisorial ideal contained in Q, since 
the chain condition yields a maximal one of this kind. Because Q 3_ Eg, g E Q n 
R* C E, we are done with the lemma 
4.6. If E is a bounded subring of R, maximal in its Asano class and 
g E E n R*, then Eg contains a thick and divisorial ideal of E. 
Proof. (Eg)-1 .-= g-lE C Eg-lE = X, hence X-r = E/XC E/g-‘E = Eg, 
X E Ma , and .Y-r E ML3 . Now X-t is divisorial by 2.11. 
Note that Eg is thick and divisorial. 
The reader may note some consequences of Theorem 4.5: If (E, R) is a 
Krull pair, A a thick ideal, and -4 + E, then the intersection of all natural 
powers &41z” of B can contain only elements which are not units of R (and is 
therefore 0, if R is a field). 
If g E R* n E is contained in a divisorial ideal different from E, then it is 
contained in a minimal thick prime ideal. 
Next we want to characterize those Krull pairs for which all products of 
thick ideals are symbolic. *The result extends the characterization of Dedekind 
rings as special Krull rings, namely, those of Krull dimension I .* 
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4.7. PROPOSITION. If (E, R) is a Krull pair, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) AB = -4 * B for all thick ideals of E. 
(ii) Each thick ideal of E is divisorial. 
(iii) A thick ideal is a maximal ideal if and only if it is a minimal element 
of the set of thick prime ideals d#erentfrom E. (It followsfrom (ii), that A * B = .4B 
for all A, B E Gdf(E)). 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (“) u is trivial (note -4 -k E = ,q); (iii) 
follows from (ii) by Theorem 4S(iii). 
Next we wish to conclude from (iii) that AB = A * B for all -4, B E G,f(E). 
If P is a maximal thick ideal, then, by Theorem 4.5, P E G,(E), hence P-l 3 E, 
and PC PP-’ C E. This implies PP-’ = E, dually P-lP = E, hence B = 
P-IPB C P-l(P * B) C P-1PB = B = B (see 2.14) and finally PB = 
PP-l(P * B) = P * B. Starting from B = PP-lB the same argument shows 
P-lB = P-l i: B. Now we may proceed by induction on the number of factors 
P, P-l. 
If X is a thick ideal, then XE GJ(E), hence E = X-l * X = X-IX. Setting 
I7 = X-lx, we have I’C X-lx = E, and, b! 2.14, I?> x-lx = E, hence 
F = E. If 1-C E, then, by Zorns lemma, “exists” a maximal ideal Q, I’c 
Q C E. Q is thick, hence by (iii) and Theorem 4.5, Q == Q, yielding the 
contradiction E = FC E. So we have E := I’ = ?3-l5, and -y := Xx-rX = 
E-1- = X. 
The thickness restriction imposed on ideals required in Theorem 4.5 can 
be very serious, e.g., for any ring (E, E) is a Krull pair but the only thick ideal 
is E, and G,(E), Md reduce to the trivial group. Roughly speaking, the structures 
considered here become the richer in accordance as more elements of E, which 
are not units in E, turn into units of R. Therefore, it is convenient to emphasize 
the case when R is a classical (Asano) quotient ring of E, and we get a theory 
of E if we have a canonical minimal full quotient ring. If that ring is simple, 
thickness is nearly irrelevant for ideals (see Proposition 4.10 below). 
4.8. Let be R a classical right quotient ring of its bounded subring F. 
If E is in the Asano class of F, then R is a left and right classical quotient ring 
of E. 
Proof. .t E R can be written x = ts-I, t, s E F. Since Fu C E, for some, 
UER*, which entails u E E, we can write s-l = ug-l, t = fu-ml, u. J, f E E, and 
tsml = fg-I, f, ,e E E, as required. 
Next we showfg-’ = v-rw with z’, w E E. Find o-l E R* such that Egm’ C v-1E, 
which is possible since E is bounded (2.2). Then v E vE C Eg C E, thus w == 
vfg-’ E vEg-’ _C Egg-l = E, as required. (These arguments could be used 
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together with 2.3 to show that MB is a sublattice of M(R), but we do not need 
this.) Since this shows too that f, g E E n R* have a right and a left common 
multiple in E n R* we may note as a corollary 
4.9. If E is a bounded subring of a field R then E is a left and right 
Ore domain. 
On the other hand, it should be remarked that if R is a central quotient 
ring of E then E is bounded in R. 
4.10. PROPCSITION. If R is a classical left quotient ring of the bounded subrin<g 
F, then R is simple if and only if every nonzero ideal .A of F is thick. 
Proof. If R is not simple there is an ideal ,Y f 0, R. Then X n F :-= .-I F 0 
(take 0 f s-9 E -Y, s, t E F, then 0 f t E X n F), and =Z is an ideal of F. AA 
cannot be thick since X does not contain a unit of R. 
If R is simple, and -4 (+O) is an ideal of F, then RAR = R. Hence, 1 = 
C riai% , ai E A, ri , si E R, i = l,..., 1. By 4.8, the ri and si have common 
denominators, right and left ones, in F; these are elements e, f E F n R* such 
that for all i there holds eri E F and SJE F. This shows that ef = C erj . a, . sif E 
A n R*, hence A is thick. 
Next we observe that in the quotient ring case the group of all invertible 
thick E-modules is generated by the thick divisorial ideals of E. For later 
use we note a bit more generally: 
4.1 I. If R is a classical left quotient ring of the bounded subring E, 
which is maximal in its Asano class, and X E M, , then there is a thick and 
divisorial ideal .l of E such that 9 * XC E. 
Proof. There exists u = s-‘t, s, t E E, u E R*, such that SC s-‘tE C s-‘E 
by 2.2. There exists a thick divisorial ideal =2 with A C Es by 4.6. Then =1*X C 
Ess-‘E = E, hence =1 x XC .!? = E. 
4.12. COROLLARY. Let (E, R) a Krull pair, R a classical Ceft quotient ring 
of E. Then G,f(E) = G,(E), i.e., any divisorial thick E-bimodule is invertible 
and can be written as a commutative symbolic product of minimal thick prime 
ideals and their inverses. lf, in addition, R is a simple ring, we may replace “thick” 
by “nonzero.” 
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